
Garden full 
of L I G H TL I G H T

G A R D E N  A N D  F A C A D E  L U M I N A I R E S



Where we like to spend our summer holidays 

evenings when the season is in full swing?

Of course, in the gardens or on the terraces! 

In summer, it is worth ensuring yourself a 

pleasant one outdoor recreation. During the 

day we are pampered by the sun, and the 

evenings will make our company pleasant 

friends, good food and music. In home 

gardens and on balconies we can create an 

amazing mood thanks to proper lighting.



Milan will be perfect 
for arranging modern 
gardens. It will provide 
a pleasant atmosphere 
in the evening, and it will 
be an elegant decoration 
in the daytime.

Milan is a modern, minimalist, oval-shaped fixture. It is available in four 
variants that allow for many interesting arrangements. Milan fixtures 
can be placed on lawns by paths and mounted on the wall.

MILAN
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OS-MILA00A-00

max 20 W inox

5901867199218

OS-MILA00U-00 5901867199195

OS-MILA10P-00 5901867199256

OS-MILA45P-00 5901867199232



CORTA
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A minimalist, elegant, and simple 
garden and facade fixture. The 
standing variant will be great for any 
home garden. It will also be perfect for 
parks, squares, and lawns. Corta is also 
available in a wall-mounted variant. Its 
grey-white finish matches perfectly 
modern buildings and gardens.

OS-COR0UA-30

max 25 W grey

5902801288951

OS-CORDUA-30 5902801289002

OS-CORP40-30 5902801288944

OS-CORP80-30 5902801289088

LUSTINO

An original garden lamp in a 
triangular shape that will add 
attractiveness to our surroundings. 
It is available in the facade and 
above-ground variants. The 
adjustable head makes it possible 
to choose the light angle, which 
gives us various possibilities of 
illuminating a lawn. Its universal 
anthracite colour will match any 
colour of a building.

OS-USTI0UD-30

max 25 W anthracite

5902801335327

OS-USTIP40-30 5902801335273

OS-USTIP80-30 5902801335396

IP44 ALUMINIUM/
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KEMI

For all those who need 
an additional source of 
electricity source of 
electricity in the garden, 
we have prepared a pole 
with shuko socket (IP44), 
to which you can connect 
devices with a maximum 
of 2500 W.

Lamps family maintained in retro style, perfectly combines classics
with modernity. It is best to place a decorative filament bulb in the 
lampshade revealing the source of light.
It is best to place a decorative filament bulb in the lampshade revealing the 
source of light. To get a relaxing, cozy effect after dark relaxing, cozy effect 
after dark it is good to choose a bulb with a warm color and not and not too 
high power.

OS-KEMI0UA-30 OS-KEMIP40-30 OS-KEMIP80-30OS-KEMIP40G-30

OS-KEMI0UA-30 OS-KEMIP40-30 OS-KEMIP80-30OS-KEMIP40G-30

OS-KEMI0UA-30

max. 15 W grey

5902801336225

OS-KEMIP40-30 5902801336102

OS-KEMIP80-30 5902801336294

OS-KEMIP40G-30 5902801336003

IP44 STAINLESS 
STEEL/ 

PC



KERTA

A modern lamp in a loft climate. It is 
ideal for people looking for impressive 
garden and lawn lighting. It will be 
perfect for garden, park and entrance 
paths, e.g. to the garage. It is available 
in classic black colour, it looks great on 
the background of lush greenery.

OS-KERT0UA-30

max. 12 W graphite

5902801227325

OS-KERTP40-30 5902801227455

OS-KERTP80-30 5902801227493

LARGO

It is a classic solution in a modern, 
minimalist form. The design refers 
directly to the geometric forms 
that are constantly in fashion. 
Largo is a series that includes a 
facade fixture and three variants of 
posts (40 and 80 cm), including one 
equipped with a schuko socket.
Modern gardens or housing estates 
with lots of greenery will gain a 
completely new atmosphere if 
light sources with a warm colour 
temperature are used in the 
fixtures.

OS-LARG0UA-30

max 15 W grey

5902801335259

OS-LARGP40-30 5902801335686

OS-LARGP80-30 5902801335990

OS-LARGP40G-30 5902801336232
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GRANDE

A house with a garden that 
surrounds it should form a coherent 
whole. That is why it is worth 
choosing products that make up a 
complete offer.
GRANDE is such a comprehensive 
solution. It includes lower and 
upper sconces, high, medium and 
low posts. When you decide on 
such a solution, you can be sure 
about keeping the harmonious 
arrangement.

TOSKANA 

TOSKANA is inspired by an 
Italian region with idyllic stone 
architecture. In such surroundings, 
it is best to use lighting in the 
style of idyllic elegance, more 
widely known as a Cottage style. 
Numerous stamping of a lampshade 
with a decorative mounting fit 
perfectly into its assumptions.
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OS-ESOE2711-80
max. 11 W

black 5902801227363

OS-ESOE2711-20 grey 5902801227318

ASTRIT 

It is a proven, reliable structure 
closed in a modern, but gentle 
form. Any „bulb” with an E27 thread 
can be used as a light source. 
Thanks to this, we can adjust the 
colour temperature of the light 
to individual preferences. Astrit is 
available in two finishes: brushed 
steel and matt black.

ESO

A facade fixture kept in a modern 
form. It is available in two most 
universal finishes, i.e. matt black 
and brushed steel, which enables 
its mounting on any facade without 
violating its harmony.

OS-ASTRITE27-80

OS-ASTRITE27-20

OS-ASTRITE27-80
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IP54 IK04 2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

OS-ASTRITE27-20

max 14 W

black 5901867190826

OS-ASTRITE27-80 grey 5901867190802
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Thanks to the included 
set of self-adhesive 
letters and numbers,
it is most often used 
as an illuminated 
house number.

IP54 METAL/
PC
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OS-MARINADA-00

max 20 W black

5902801205583  

OS-MARINAUA-00 5902801205637   

OS-MARINAP-00 5902801205798   

OS-MARINAP3-00 5902801205804   

OS-MARINAH-00 5902801205743

OS-MARINADA-00 OS-MARINAUA-00 OS-MARINAP-00 OS-TMG30CM-00 

Marina will be perfect 
for premises designed 
as seaside taverns and 
restaurants in a retro 
style, providing them 
with an idyllic touch.

A fixture is available in five variants that allow for interesting arrangements. 
Marina can be placed on lawns by paths, mounted on the wall of the building 
or hung on the ceiling with a chain. The design of the fixture fits perfectly 
into the atmosphere of gardens in restaurants and taverns, which are 
decorated by emission of a pleasant light.

MARINA
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OS-VENTANAH-00
max 20 W black

5902801225055

OS-VENTANAUA-00 5902801282423
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VENTANA

Ventana can be hung 
on a decorative chain 
or mounted on a building 
wall.

A classic design of the fixture 
brings to mind long summer 
evenings with your loved ones in 
garden arbours or on terraces. For 
Ventana we can use different shape 
bulbs, both traditional and those 
with LEDs that will additionally be 
a decoration during the daytime.

IP54 ALUMINIUM
GLASS



MISSOURI

A modern LED fixture with an 
adjustable light angle will look the 
best on the fronts of buildings. 
Thanks to the movable flaps, you 
can freely adjust the direction of 
the light, creating an interesting 
and visually attractive lighting 
effect - click and check what 
possibilities it offers.

CANTI 

A fixture designed for modern 
forms and economic solutions 
lovers. Canti has an integrated LED 
light source so there is no need to 
buy an additional light bulb. Thanks 
to the possibility of connecting a 
motion or twilight sensor, it will 
only turn on when it is necessary.

We can decorate 
a facade with an oval 
and square variant.

Missouri is available in 
two shapes: square and 
oval, and in two colours: 
black and grey. In such 
a combination, there is 
something for everyone
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LD-MISS7WKC-NB

7 W 4000 K 540 lm

black 5902801239441

LD-MISS7WKS-NB grey 5902801316807

LD-MISS7WOC-NB black 5902801239434

LD-MISS7WOS-NB grey 5902801316821

watch video

LD-CANTI12WOK-40 LD-CANTI12WKW-40
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LD-CANTI12WOK-40
12 W 4000 K 1000 lm black

5902801319648

LD-CANTI12WKW-40 5902801320583

IP54 IP65
PC



LD-TIAGOGU10J-20
max 35 W unidirectional

black 5901867162144

LD-TIAGOGU10J-01 inox 5902801255984

LD-TIAGOGU10D-20
max 2x35 W bidirectional

black 5901867162151

LD-TIAGOGU10D-01 inox 5902801256042

LD-TIAGOGU10J-20KW
max 35 W unidirectional

black 5902801211102

LD-TIAGOGU10J-01KW inox 5902801203305

LD-TIAGOGU10D-20KW
max 2x35 W bidirectional

black 5902801212352

LD-TIAGOGU10D-01KW inox 5902801203329

LD-PAR10W40-00

10 W 4000 K 900 lm

white 5902801282065

LD-PAR10W40-10 black 5902801282072

LD-PAR10W40BC-00 white 5902801234262

LD-PAR10W40BC-10 black 5902801226106
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PARIS TIAGO

We can decorate a 
facade with an oval and 
square variant.

A fixture in a minimalist design, ideal 
for modern construction. It is available 
in black or white, which allows us 
to match the fixture not only with 
the colour of the walls, but also with 
the surroundings - window frames, 
doors, external window sills and other 
architectural elements.

Tiago will be perfect as lighting 
above the entrance and terrace 
doors. Outdoor mounting of the 
fixtures on both sides of the door 
will also be a decoration on the 
wall. Tiago is available in two colour 
variants: black and inox that fit not 
only into colour trends, but also 
blend in the facade - both in shape 
and colour.

LD-TIAGOGU10D-20KW

LD-PAR10W40BC-00 LD-PAR10W40BC-10 LD-PAR10W40-00 LD-PAR10W40-10

LD-TIAGOGU10J-01

LD-TIAGOGU10D-01
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GARLAND

By combining several 
garlands (maximum 
15), we get an amazing 
lighting effect and we 
give the surroundings
a magic character.

A garland hung on terrace roofs 
or between trees is an increasingly 
popular trend. It is an alternative 
to traditional lighting and an 
unconventional decoration at the 
same time - especially when we 
screw in Vintage bulbs with LEDs.

AE-GR610-10 max. 10 x 10 W black 5902801281242

R2,5

7500

560

610

IP44 H07RN-F 
2x1,5 mm2



DIEGO GRAZIE 

The black variant makes 
it possible to discreetly 
hide the fixture among 
the greenery.

This is one of the most popular 
solutions chosen by our customers, 
which give full freedom in arranging 
garden lighting. We got such flexibility 
by using in-ground spike mounting, not 
screwed mounting. The power cord is 
very easy to hide under grass, bark or 
grit.

A portable garden fixture equipped 
with a 150 cm long power cable can 
be used occasionally in the garden 
or when organizing an outdoor 
party. An adjustable head makes 
it possible to change the angle of 
incidence of light.

OS-DIEGOGU10-20
max 35 W

black 5901867185716

OS-DIEGOGU10-80 grey 5902801256493

Grazie can also serve as 
additional lighting that 
can be connected, for 
example, to posts equip-
ped with power sockets, 
such as Largo or Corta.

OS-GRAZIEGU10-20OS-DIEGOGU10-20OS-DIEGOGU10-80 OS-GRAZIEGU10-01
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OS-GRAZIEGU10-20
max 20 W

black 5902801335181

OS-GRAZIEGU10-01 inox 5902801335419

IP65
ALUMINIUM

IP44
ALUMINIUM 1,5 m
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Wymiary OS-MARMO25-00 OS-MARMO28-00 OS-MARMO38-00
D Ø250 Ø280 Ø380
H 230 250 350

H Marmo fixtures should 
preferably be placed on 
lawns where they provi-
de soft, pleasant light.

We more and more often 
encounter this remarkable 
decoration in home gardens and 
in the green areas of hotel and 
restaurant complexes. A globe 
fixture brings a hint of modernity 
and effortless, simple elegance. 
Three sizes allow for various 
arrangements and contrasting 
compositions.

MARMO

OS-MARMO38-00 OS-MARMO28-00 OS-MARMO25-00

OS-MARMO25-00

max. 35 W

o250 x 230 5902801211294

OS-MARMO28-00  o280 x 250 5902801224706

OS-MARMO38-00  o380 x 350 5902801224683

IP65
PE 2,5 m



ALFA / 
ALFA MINI

After putting dedicated 
covers, ALFA can be 
used as a driveway light 
that is not afraid of any 
car.

In-ground fixtures are almost 
a standard in illuminating garden 
and park passageways as well as 
driveways and terraces. You can 
be sure that the final result will 
be stunning when choosing ALFA 
fixtures. The fixtures with a larger 
and smaller diameter, in two shapes, 
round and square can be used 
in arrangements.
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ON-ALFAOGU10-06
max 50 W ring - stainless steel, body - aluminum, 

assembly box - PC

 inox

5901867109934

ON-ALFAKGU10-06 5901867109958

ON-ALFAOGU10-06 MINI
max 10 W ring – stainless steel; enclosure 

– aluminium

5901867119889

ON-ALFAKGU10-06 MINI 5901867119896
This product catalogue has been prepared by GTV Poland. Constantly improving its products so as to 
follow market and legal requirements, GTV Poland reserves the right to introduce 

changes in the presented product range. The present publication does not constitute an offer within 
the meaning of the Civil Code. The real products can differ from the example photographs 

and drawings in the publication. GTV Poland reserves the right to make changes and printing errors.
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ul. Przejazdowa 21, 05-800 Pruszków, Poland 

+ 48 22 44 47 595, fax: +48 22 444 75 01,  
e-mail: oswietlenie@gtv.com.pl

www.gtv.com.pl


